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SAP is the leading vendor of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems in the world. (The
name SAP is an acronym for the German "Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung", which
roughly translates to "Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing".) Developed and
marketed by SAP-AG, a Germany company that was founded in 1972 by IBM application
developers, SAP has historically sold to the European market. During the 1990s, the company
has increasingly dominated the U.S. market as well among large Fortune 500 companies. Nearly
half the SAP user base is now in the U.S. Now that SAP-AG is beginning to penetrate the small
to medium-size companies, client/server sales are accelerating.The SAP system performs a
wide range of business functions, from manufacturing, sales, and distribution to accounting and
human resources. By linking together these business functions, SAP helps the entire enterprise
run more smoothly. The system can be used with virtually any hardware or operating system and
with most database systems. Oracle is the dominant DBMS - about 80% of SAP systems use
Oracle. Conversely, about 20% of large Oracle sites run SAP -- and the numbers are growing.
Although overall SAP numbers are tightly guarded, it appears that there are about 20,000 SAP
sites, in 90 countries. SAP-AG's 1998 sales were approximately 8.47 billion.Although there is
voluminous documentation on using SAP and using Oracle, until now there has been no book
that described the intersection between the two systems. Experienced Oracle administrators
have a lot to learn when their organizations start using SAP. Oracle SAP administration differs
from traditional Oracle administration in many ways. SAP provides its own tools for Oracle
administration; Oracle DBAs need to learn how to use these tools -- and need to learn when the
tools are not the best way to accomplish a task. There are special settings for initialization
(INIT.ORA) parameters, special monitoring and tuning guidelines, and a variety of other special
situations.This concise book is aimed at experienced Oracle database administrators, system
administrators, and developers who are using either Oracle8 or Oracle7. It emphasizes the
differences between traditional Oracle administration and Oracle/SAP administration, and it
supplements the Oracle and SAP documentation. The book covers the most useful
administration tools, SAPDBA and SAPGUI. It provides recommendations for the most efficient
placement of data files; monitoring databases; reorganizing tables, tablespaces, and indexes;
backing up and recoving databases; and tuning Oracle/SAP databases for best performance.
There are chapters on special issues for parallel processing and for very large SAP databases
and a summary of additional resources for the Oracle/SAP administrator. The tried-and-true tips
and techniques contained in this book should save you hundreds of hours of aggravation while
you adapt to using Oracle and SAP in combination.

Tailored to the needs of people who know Oracle, SAP R/3, or a little of both, Oracle SAP



Administration explains the conventions and utilities that integrate these software tools before
getting into optimization techniques and strategies for achieving increased data safety.
Appropriately, author Donald Burleson emphasizes optimization of disk-access operations. He
relates two methods for identifying I/O hotspots--specifically, he shows how to examine the
Oracle file statistics and how to use Unix's iostat utility to get a picture of what's going on. He
then describes strategies for restructuring tablespaces to minimize holdups. He also discusses
RAID implementations, their performance penalties, and the increased level of reliability they
provide.Beyond file system considerations, Oracle SAP Administration describes how to
reorganize tables, tablespaces, and indexes to achieve top performance. You'll find explicit
listings of SQL statements and Korn shell scripts that restructure databases, plus a wealth of
diagrams that illustrate how inefficient databases differ from optimized ones (a concept that's not
always easy to communicate in text). The author tackles Oracle's parallel-processing solutions
and explains how they (particularly the ones that came before Oracle8) interact with SAP. A
quick discussion of how very large Oracle/SAP databases behave rounds out this coverage of a
robust enterprise duo. --David WallTopics covered: Naming conventions, SAPDBA, SAPGUI,
optimizing file access, reorganizing Oracle objects for better performance, administration tasks
and utilities, and Oracle Parallel Server (OPS) as it applies to SAP. Burleson uses SAP R/3 and
Oracle versions 7 and 8 in his documentation.
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Jim Jacobs, “A really insightful SAP text. I have bought all of the SAP books, and this seems to
be the only one that explains SAP in Plain English.I am an Oracle DBA, and this book was
exactly what I needed. I do not want 500 pages of SAP internals, I just needed the basic
concepts of SAP and how they apply to Oracle. This book was just right in that regard.I also
found the tuning scripts to be  great, especially the row re-sequencing information.”

Jame Gaston, “Implementating SAP in Oracle. If you are the DBA or the person responsible for
supporting SAP on an ORACLE database, this is a must read book. The book is filled with
information that will help you hit the ground running. This book goes beyond the topic of SAP
and covers Oracle concepts such as free lists that provide a foundation to better understand
performance and tuning considerations. The examples provide sufficient implementation
detail. The authors style of writing transforms the technical jargon into easy reading without
losing the technical content.  An easy to read reference  manual.”

Roman Kab, “A Must have for SAP Oracle DBA!. Very focused, well written book. In depth view
of Oracle RDBMS and SAP integration and administration. These days who has the time to read
manual after manual to find answers. A must have if you are an Oracle DBA supporting SAP or
wanting to learn how to support SAP R/3.  Highly  recommend.”

Jake Roberts, “Overall, a well-written text. The overall quality of this text was very good, and it
helped me to manage my first project as an SAP Oracle DBA. I like the writing style and the
clear, simple examples.”

The book by Donald K. Burleson has a rating of  5 out of 2.6. 9 people have provided feedback.
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